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The New Zealander talks us through his
journey with RGBlink.
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Discreet audio systems installed in
many different environments.
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REPO R T: AR CHITEC TUR AL AUD IO

R E V E R S O CO N T E X T
COMPANY: OUTLINE
LOCATION: BRESCIA, ITALY

Outline have recently supplied and installed the audio for
Reverso Context, a cocktail bar and restaurant situated in
the heart of Brescia, Italy. Originally an office, the building is now a modern, inviting rooftop bar, a venue unique
to the city of Brescia.
Outline needed to provide high quality audio that would
reach all areas of the venue, to do so, Outline paid attention to the aesthetics of the room.
Dante Fontana, Managing Director at the Reverso
Context explained: “We have not spared any corner of
the room, for example in the club you find a greater
sound pressure compared to the restaurant, but from the
qualitative point of view nothing changes. The moment
we turned on the system for the first time I immediately
realised that it was money well spent, you can hear the
quality of the sound. If you take in the fact that we are in
a building supported by iron beams, on the 20th floor of
the building, it was extremely important that we avoided

vibrations.”
For the club, four Outline SUB218 subwoofers and six
Vegas 15CX loudspeakers were used in order to ensure
clear distribution and headroom, additionally Vegas
12CX loudspeakers were installed into the restaurant to
allow world-class sound.
Outline T-eleven amplifiers were used for the subwoofers,
T-five for the Vegas 15CX loudspeakers and M5000-4 for
the Vegas 12CX loudspeakers.
“The main criteria for the amplifiers, which led to our
choice, was the combination between channel number
and power handling. By choosing three different models
we managed to get a tailor-made approach to the matter
and it fit perfectly into the client’s budget,” Francesco
Ferretti, Systems Engineer at Outline explained.
Challenges included the structure of the building, as it
doesn’t allow, in the club area, to hang anything from
the ceiling because it is a light structure. So it became

necessary to modify all the braces and connect everything
horizontally, with the help of steel arms to support both
the sound and lighting systems.
“The final result is contemporary and in my opinion,
very beautiful. However, we still managed to respect the
balance between the aesthetics of the building and the
technical element. Then when it came to the design, it
all comes down to taste. As far as my personal taste is
concerned, I really like it,” Dante said.
“One of the characteristics that I like the most is that
visitors who enter the club lower their voice, it’s the idea
that visitors respect the venue. This is positive because
it creates a very relaxing atmosphere. It is only from
midnight to 4am on the weekends, that the volumes are
raised at the club,” Dante concluded. “For me, this aspect
allows the audio to shine through and therefore, achieve
an excellent level of quality.”
www.outline.it

monitor system.
Augmenting these two main house clusters, there are two
WorxAudio X2 two-way, compact line array enclosures.
These are positioned one each for the left and right
sides-mounted behind the video screens. They provide
coverage for the extreme sides in the transepts. For low frequency support, there are two X118S high SPL subwoofers.
These are positioned along with the X2 loudspeakers - one
each behind the left and right video screens.
Mixing tasks are handled by a PreSonus Series III StudioLive 32 digital console. The setup operates via an AVB
network. To meet the challenges of multiple worship styles,
the StudioLive mixer enables the church’s audio team to
create multiple scenes for easy recall.
System tuning was accomplished using AFMG’s FIRmaker
technology, which is an integral part of their Ease Focus 3

line array alignment and optimisation software.
Hugh described the process: “With the loudspeakers
in place, Tony and I took measurements for all rigging
heights, splay angles of the enclosures, plus the distance to
first row and back row seats. At that point, we were ready to
evaluate coverage and implement FIR filtering. I like to use
four to six mics for testing - placing them on the floor as a
ground plane measurement and positioning them starting
at the front of the stage, with subsequent mic placements
every doubling of distance for 5ft, 10ft, 20ft etc. Using
Ease Focus 3, we are able to conduct a sweep and check all
microphones simultaneously. We use Ease Focus 3 to run
simulations of room coverage, exports the FIR filter to the
computer, uploads the filter to Q-SYS, and we continue
measuring the room until the desired results are achieved.”
www.presonus.com

ST. GEORGE
CATHOLIC CHURCH
COMPANY: PRESONUS
LOCATION: BATON ROUGE, LA

To ensure excellent speech intelligibility and natural music
reproduction at St. George Catholic Church’s new $17
million sanctuary, church management relied on PreSonus
Commercial Division for its sound system components.
Advanced Audio & Stage Lighting, of Denham Springs, LA
was contracted to handle the deployment of the church’s
new audiovisual system.
“The ceilings are 50ft in height and there is seating capacity
for 1,200 worshippers,” explained Bo Bowen, President
of Advanced Audio & Stage Lighting. “The sanctuary has
beautiful stained glass and ceramic tile flooring. While
there is some acoustical treatment, the room is quite live,
which presented acoustical challenges.Fortunately, Hugh
Sarvis, Chief Designer of Loudspeaker Division, and Tony
Flammia, the Commercial Division’s Director, assumed
very active roles to ensure the sound system performed
optimally.”
The system consists of 20 WorxAudio V5 two-way line
array enclosures for the house mains. These are flown at a
height of 32ft on each side of the altar and custom painted
to match the room’s aesthetics. Additionally, there is a
single Wave Series 8A two-way point source loudspeaker mounted against the ceiling that serves as the choir’s
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